Surface Security
& Management

Deploy, manage and
secure from anywhere
Zero-touch deployment
Built for Autopilot, Surface reduces IT complexity
and eliminates time-consuming corporate reimaging by shipping and deploying straight to
your users’ hands. Every Surface ships from the
factory enabled for Autopilot.

Cloud-first modern
management and control
Give users freedom but maintain control with
Microsoft Endpoint Manager* and DFCI** for
complete and seamless device management
down to the firmware layer, with just a few clicks
through the cloud.

Built-in is better than bolt-on
Surface + Microsoft 365 provides defense indepth from chip to cloud all from a single source.
From advanced Windows virtualization and
Secure Boot enabled by default to intelligent
protection from Microsoft 365 Defender,
Microsoft provides a single unified solution.

Simplify deployment
and management
Remotely manage IT environments
Integration with Microsoft Intune lets you see managed,
co-managed, and partner-managed devices in one place.*

Reduce complexity and cost
Gain cost and time savings with Microsoft 365-powered
Surface device deployments—from less time with app
updates to decreased help desk call times.1

Retain your SSDs to ensure data privacy
and compliance
Gain the confidence that comes with a removable SSD.
Whether it’s an end-of-life or service event, retain the
Surface SSD and remain in control of your sensitive data.2

Increased repairability
Surface lets you choose from a growing network of
trusted Authorized Service Providers3 that deliver
effective and secure repair services.

Virtual desktop experiences
on Surface
Go from fixed VDI endpoints to modern virtual desktops with Surface.
Using Surface devices to access Azure Virtual Desktop or Windows 365 provides
exceptional value spanning user experience, portability, security, business
continuity, and modern management.
Windows 10/11* modern device security and manageability.
Secured chip-to-cloud and agile deployment with Autopilot
Online, offline, and on-device access for more productive
experiences. Get the best of both worlds without compromising
Microsoft zero-trust security or seamless user experience
Persistent, on-demand, and just-in-time work scenarios.
Business Continuity readiness and support for remote and
hybrid work scenarios
Flexible form factors with pen, touch, and detachable
keyboard. Fully supported with broad Device Redirection
support
*Windows 11 coming later this year

Microsoft Surface
Management Portal
Centralized solution for IT admins to self-serve, manage and monitor all
Microsoft Surface devices at scale
Reduce IT cost for the organization
View insights into the health of all Surface devices and get
notified about unusual device status

Ability for customers to self-serve
Monitor warranty of all Surface devices and manage support
requests initiated with Microsoft with a click of a button
Better post sale experience for managed devices
Get the best of both worlds through seamless Surface device
management through Microsoft Endpoint Manager
Supports multiple form factors
Supports all Surface devices management through Intune
and hybrid managed devices
Receive regular updates
Managing Surface devices is made easier with regular
updates to Microsoft Surface Management Portal
Launching in USA this October and available world-wide this year

Microsoft Surface
OS choice
Choose how you take on the hybrid future

Help your employees work the way they want
Choose between either the current Windows 10 or the new
Windows 11 operating system. 1
Reduce IT complexity
Eliminate costly reimaging services by shipping direct from
the factory to your employee’s doorstep.
Speed up deployment times
Gain time savings with Windows Autopilot zero touch
deployments - from less time with app/policy updates to
decreased help desk call times.2
Increased Supply Chain Security
Factory shrink-wrapped devices delivered direct to your
employees already configured with firmware and drivers
built and tested for the OS you choose.
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